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We present a complete study of R-parity violating supersymmetric effects in thirteen exclusive and
inclusive semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays; B+u → K (∗)+νν¯ , B0d → K (∗)0νν¯ , B0s → φνν¯ , B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯ ,
B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯ , B0s → K (∗)0νν¯ and B → Xs,dνν¯ decay modes. We ﬁnd those thirteen modes are very
sensitive to the constrained R-parity violating couplings. We derive stringent bounds on relevant R-parity
violating couplings, which are based on all existent experimental upper limits of involved semi-leptonic
decays. In addition, we also investigate the sensitivities of the branching ratios and di-neutrino invariant
mass spectra to the survived R-parity violating coupling spaces. Since the experimental bounds would
become much better soon through super-B , we expect that future experiments will greatly strengthen
our bounds.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
The ﬂavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes are for-
bidden at tree level and occur at the lowest order only through
one-loop diagrams in the standard model (SM). On the other hand,
FCNC processes are very sensitive to possible new physics (NP) sce-
narios beyond the SM, and provide a unique source of constraints
on some NP scenarios which predict a large change of rate of these
processes. And thus, the measurement of these processes has a
very good chance to reveal NP beyond the SM. Therefore, they are
widely recognized as a powerful tool to make stringent test of the
SM.
Rare B decays with a νν¯ pair in the ﬁnal state, as such FCNC
examples, can be investigated through the large missing energy
associated with the two neutrinos. On the other hand, experimen-
tal search of semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays is a hard task. At
present, only the upper bounds have been set by the BaBar, Belle,
DELPHI and ALEPH Collaborations. We summarize here experimen-
tal upper limits for semi-leptonic b → sνν¯ and b → dνν¯ decays at
the 90% C.L. in Eqs. (1)–(2), respectively:
B(B0d → K 0νν¯)< 160× 10−6 [1],
B(B+u → K+νν¯)< 14× 10−6 [1],
B(B0d → K ∗0νν¯)< 120× 10−6 [2],
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B(B0s → φνν¯)< 5400× 10−6 [3],
B(B → Xsνν¯) < 640× 10−6 [4], (1)
and
B(B0d → π0νν¯)< 220× 10−6 [1],
B(B+u → π+νν¯)< 100× 10−6 [5],
B(B0d → ρ0νν¯)< 440× 10−6 [1],
B(B+u → ρ+νν¯)< 150× 10−6 [1]. (2)
Theoretically, b → (s,d)νν¯ decays are very clean processes,
which are sensitive to several possible sources of NP [6]. The NP
effects in b → (s,d)νν¯ decays have been investigated by many au-
thors (see e.g., Refs. [6–14]). Supersymmetry is one of the most
widely discussed options of NP, in both its R-parity conserving and
R-parity violating (RPV) incarnations [15,16]. In recent papers we
have presented detailed study of charged Higgs effects and RPV ef-
fects in rare exclusive b → uν [17] and b → cc¯s(d) decays [18].
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [19,20]
with R-parity conservation, the new contributions to the b → sνν¯
transition have been discussed (for instance, see Refs. [21–23]). In
this work, we will concentrate on RPV effects in the exclusive and
inclusive semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays. From the latest exper-
imental data given in Eqs. (1)–(2) and the theoretical uncertainties
of parameters, we will derive the new conservative upper limits on
the relevant RPV coupling products. Moreover, we will also investi-
gate how survived RPV coupling spaces can affect on the branching
ratios and di-neutrino invariant mass (i.e. missing mass) spectra in
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are still very sensitive to survived RPV coupling spaces.
Our Letter is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the
effective Hamiltonian for b → (s,d)νν¯ transitions and deﬁne the
observables that can in principle be measured in these decays.
In Section 3, we deal with the numerical results. We display the
constrained parameter spaces which satisfy all the available exper-
imental upper limits of the b → (s,d)νν¯ , and then, we investigate
the sensitivities of the branching ratios and di-neutrino invariant
mass spectra to the survived RPV coupling spaces in those decays.
Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. Theoretical framework
The b → d jνi′ ν¯i ( j = 1,2 and i, i′ = e,μ, τ ) transitions can be
described by the effective Hamiltonian,
Heff(b → d jνi′ ν¯i) = CνL b¯γμ(1− γ5)d j ν¯iγ μ(1− γ5)νi′
+ CνRb¯γμ(1+ γ5)d j ν¯iγ μ(1− γ5)νi′ . (3)
In the SM, b → d jνi′ ν¯i proceeds via W box and Z penguin
diagrams, therefore only purely left-handed currents b¯γμ(1 −
γ5)d j ν¯iγ μ(1 − γ5)νi′ are present. The corresponding left-handed
coeﬃcient reads CνL,SM = GFαe2π√2 Vtd j V ∗tb X(xt)/ sin
2 θW [24], where
GF is the Fermi constant, αe is the ﬁne structure constant, θW is
the Weinberg angle, and Vij are the CKM matrix elements. Func-
tion X(xt) is dominated by the short-distance dynamics associated
with top quark exchange [9], and has the theoretical uncertainty
due to the error of top quark mass, whose explicit form can be
found in Refs. [25,26].
In supersymmetric models without R-parity [15,16], extra trilin-
ear RPV terms1 λ′i jk Lˆi Qˆ j Dˆ
c
k are allowed in the superpotential [27].
Both left-handed and right-handed currents are present in b →
d jνi′ ν¯i transition at the tree level in these models. Then the corre-
sponding coeﬃcients in Eq. (3) are written as
CνL = CνL,SM −
∑
k
λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′ jk
8m2
d˜kR
, CνR =
∑
k
λ′ ∗ikjλ
′
i′k3
8m2
d˜kL
. (4)
RPV couplings λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′ jk arise from right-handed squark exchanges,
and λ′ ∗ikjλ
′
i′k3 come from left-handed squark exchanges. Note that
the RPV coupling coeﬃcient λ′i jk can be complex in our convention,
which is different from Ref. [6].
From the theoretical point of view, the inclusive semi-leptonic
b → qνν¯ (q = s,d) decays are very clean processes, since both
the perturbative αs and the non-perturbative 1/m2b corrections are
known to be small. Their inclusive di-neutrino invariant mass dis-
tributions are given as follows
dB(B → Xqνi′ ν¯i)
dsb
= τBκ(0)
16π3m3b
(∣∣CνL ∣∣2 + ∣∣CνR ∣∣2)
√
λ
(
m2b,m
2
q, sb
)
×
[
3sb
(
m2b +m2q − sb − 4mbmq
Re(CνL C
ν∗
R )
|CνL |2 + |CνR |2
)
+ λ(m2b,m2q, sb)
]
, (5)
1 Lˆ and Qˆ are the SU(2) doublet lepton and quark superﬁelds, respectively, Dˆc are
the singlet superﬁelds, while i, j and k are generation indices and the superscript c
denotes a charge conjugate ﬁeld.where sb = (pb − pq)2, λ(a,b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2ab − 2ac − 2bc,
and κ(0) = 0.83 represents the QCD correction to the b → qνν¯
matrix element [6,28,29]. We have summed over the neutrino ﬂa-
vors in Eq. (5).
In order to compute branching ratios of the exclusive semi-
leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays, we need the matrix elements of the
effective Hamiltonian between the states of the initial B particle
and the ﬁnal particles M, ν, ν¯ . The hadronic matrix elements for
B → P transition (P is a pseudoscalar meson, π or K ) can be pa-
rameterized in terms of the form factors f P+(sB) and f P0 (sB) as
cP
〈
P (p)
∣∣u¯γμb∣∣B(pB)〉= f P+(sB)(p + pB)μ
+ [ f P0 (sB) − f P+(sB)]m2B −m2PsB qμ, (6)
where the factor cP accounts for the ﬂavor content of particles
(cP =
√
2 for π0, and cP = 1 for π−, K−) and sB = q2(q = pB − p =
pν + pν¯ ). For B → V transition (V is a vector K ∗ , ρ or φ meson)
can be written in terms of ﬁve form factors
cV
〈
V
(
p, ε∗
)∣∣u¯γμ(1− γ5)b∣∣B(pB)〉
= 2V (sB)
mB +mV μναβε
∗ν pαB pβ
− i
[
ε∗μ(mB +mV )A1(sB) − (pB + p)μ
(
ε∗ · pB
) A2(sB)
mB +mV
]
+ iqμ
(
ε∗ · pB
)2mV
sB
[
A3(sB) − A0(sB)
]
, (7)
where cV =
√
2 for ρ0, cV = 1 for ρ− , K ∗− , φ, and with the rela-
tion A3(sB) = mB+mV2mV A1(sB) − mB−mV2mV A2(sB).
In terms of the effective Hamiltonian shown in Eq. (3) and the
relevant form factors given in Eqs. (6)–(7), the di-neutrino invari-
ant mass distributions for B → Pνν¯ and B → V νν¯ decays can be
written as [7,30]
dB(B → Pνi′ ν¯i)
dsB
= ∣∣CνL + CνR ∣∣2 τBm3B25π3c2P λ
3/2
P (sB)
[
f P+(sB)
]2
, (8)
dB(B → V νi′ ν¯i)
dsB
= ∣∣CνL + CνR ∣∣2 τBm3B27π3c2V λ
1/2
V (sB)
8sBλV (sB)V 2(sB)
(1+ √rV )2
+ ∣∣CνL − CνR ∣∣2 τBm3B27π3c2V λ
1/2
V (sB)
1
rV
×
[
(1+ √rV )2
(
λV (sB) + 12rV sB
)
A21(sB) +
λ2V (sB)A
2
2(sB)
(1+ √rV )2
− 2λV (sB)(1− rV − sB)A1(sB)A2(sB)
]
, (9)
where λM(sB) = λ(1, rM , sB/m2B) with rM = m2M/m2B , and we have
summed over the neutrino ﬂavors.
For our numerical results, we use the relevant B → P (V ) form
factors given in [31]. However, Bs → K form factors are not given
in LCSR results [31]. Based on discussions with authors of Ref. [31],
we obtain them as F Bs→K (sB) = F Bu,d→K (sB)( F Bs→K
∗
(sB )
F Bu,d→K∗ (sB )
). On or-
der to be conservative, we consider the uncertainties of form fac-
tors at sB = 0 induced by F (0), and we adopt these uncertain-
ties for full sB range. The CKM matrix elements are taken from
Ref. [32], and masses and lifetimes are from Ref. [33].
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b → dνν¯ decays, respectively, where φRPV denotes the RPV weak phase.3. Numerical results and discussions
In this section, we summarize our numerical results and analy-
sis in the semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays. In order to be conser-
vative, all input parameters are varied randomly within 1σ ranges
in our numerical results. We use the average τB = (τB+ +τB0 )/2 for
the inclusive decays. When we study the RPV effects, we consider
only one RPV coupling product contributions at a time, neglect-
ing the interferences between different RPV coupling products, but
keeping their interferences with the SM amplitude. We assume the
masses of sfermions are 500 GeV. For other values of the sfermion
masses, the bounds on the couplings in this Letter can be easily
obtained by scaling them by factor f˜ 2 ≡ ( m f˜500 GeV )2.
The transitions b → (s or d)νi′ ν¯i involve the same set of the
RPV coupling products for every generation of neutrinos: For six
semi-leptonic b → sνi′ ν¯i decays, B+u → K (∗)+νν¯ , B0d → K (∗)0νν¯ ,
B0s → φνν¯ and B → Xsνν¯ , there are two kinds of RPV cou-
pling products, λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k and λ
′ ∗
i′k2λ
′
ik3, which come from left-
handed and right-handed squark exchanges, respectively. For seven
semi-leptonic b → dνi′ ν¯i decay modes, B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯ , B+u →
π+(ρ+)νν¯ , B0s → K (∗)0νν¯ and B → Xdνν¯ , RPV coupling prod-
ucts are λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k and λ
′ ∗
i′k1λ
′
ik3, which arise from left-handed and
right-handed squark exchanges, respectively. We use the latest
experimental upper limits from Refs. [1–5], which are listed in
Eqs. (1)–(2), to constrain the relevant RPV coupling products. Our
bounds on the four RPV coupling products are demonstrated in
Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a)–(b), we ﬁnd that the b → sνν¯ decays give
quite strong correlation between the moduli and the RPV weak
phases of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k and λ
′ ∗
i′k2λ
′
ik3 coupling products. Fig. 1(c)–(d)
show that RPV weak phases of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k and λ
′ ∗
i′k1λ
′
ik3 are not re-
stricted by current experimental upper limits of B0 → π0(ρ0)νν¯dand B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯ decays. However, the corresponding mod-
uli are limited from above. The upper limits of the moduli for
the relevant RPV coupling products are summarized in Table 1.
Our bounds on |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| and |λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3|, which are mainly from
the semi-leptonic b → sνν¯ experimental data, are stronger than
the ones obtained from the inclusive semi-leptonic b → sνν¯ de-
cay [4,6]. We obtain for the ﬁrst time the bounds on λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k and
λ′ ∗i′k1λ
′
ik3 couplings from the b → dνν¯ transitions.
Here we note that some quadratic RPV coupling combinations,
which contribute to b → (s,d)νν¯ transitions, may also give contri-
butions to b → (s,d)γ and b → (s,d)+−( = e,μ, τ ) processes.
The decay b → sγ in the MSSM without R-parity has been shown
in [34] to give somewhat weak constraints on the relevant RPV
coupling combinations, |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i2k| 2.25 and |λ′ ∗ik2λ′ik3| 0.87 with
500 GeV sfermion masses. The RPV effects in b → (s,d)+− pro-
cesses have been intensively studied in Refs. [35–42], and some of
upper limits of their RPV coupling combinations are by about one
order of magnitude stronger (lower) than ours from b → (s,d)νν¯ .
Here, we list the strongest upper limits of b → (s,d)+− pro-
cesses with 500 GeV sfermions: |λ′ ∗ik2λ′ik3|  1.2 × 10−3 (i = 1,2)
[37], |λ′ ∗ik2λ′i′k3|  6.7 × 10−3 (i = i′) [38], |λ′ ∗1k1λ′1k3|  2.8 × 10−3
[39], and |λ′ ∗2k1λ′2k3|  3.3 × 10−3 [39]. In addition, single bounds
of λ′i jk are obtained by many authors (for instance, see Refs. [40–
47]). Please note that some of the single λ′ couplings can gener-
ate sizable neutrino masses [41,43]. Allanach et al. have obtained
quite strong upper bound |λ′i j j| < 10−2 with 500 GeV sfermions in
the RPV mSUGRA model, and Barbier et al. have gotten |λ′i33| <
4.4 × 10−3. Furthermore, the λ′111 coupling has been constrained
as low as |λ′111| < 1.8 × 10−2 by neutrino-less double beta de-
cay [47]. If we now compare our bounds on quadratic products
of RPV couplings with the products of the single bounds, we ﬁnd
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Bounds on the relevant RPV coupling products constrained by semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays for 500 GeV sfermions.
Couplings Our bounds [Processes] Previous bounds [Processes]
|λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k|  1.5× 10−2
[
B+u → K (∗)+νν¯, B0d → K (∗)0νν¯
B0s → φνν¯, B → Xsνν¯
]
 3.5× 10−2[B → Xsνν¯] [4,6]
|λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3|  1.3× 10−2
[
B+u → K (∗)+νν¯, B0d → K (∗)0νν¯
B0s → φνν¯, B → Xsνν¯
]
 3.5× 10−2[B → Xsνν¯] [4,6]
|λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k|  2.5× 10−2[B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯, B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯] . . .
|λ′ ∗i′k1λ′ik3|  2.5× 10−2[B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯, B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯] . . .
Table 2
The branching ratios of the semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays (in units of 10−6), and j = 2(1) for the b → s(d) transition.
Observable Exp. data [1–3,5] SM predictions MSSM w/λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′ jk MSSM w/λ
′ ∗
i′kjλ
′
ik3
B(B0d → K 0νν¯) < 160 [3.48,6.55] [0.14,13.14] [0.14,13.07]
B(B+u → K+νν¯) < 14 [3.75,7.04] [0.15,14.00] [0.15,14.00]
B(B0d → K ∗0νν¯) < 120 [6.98,15.19] [0.21,46.14] [5.16,74.66]
B(B+u → K ∗+νν¯) < 80 [7.55,16.35] [0.22,49.33] [5.55,80.00]
B(B0s → φνν¯) < 5400 [8.89,18.85] [0.36,56.48] [5.56,161.17]
B(B → Xsνν¯) < 640 [31.15,48.94] [2.09,142.30] [31.65,282.06]
B(B0d → π0νν¯) < 220 [0.05,0.12] [0.07,47.00] [0.01,46.73]
B(B+u → π+νν¯) < 100 [0.11,0.25] [0.14,100.00] [0.02,100.00]
B(B0s → K 0νν¯) . . . [0.11,0.43] [0.10,165.05] [0.04,166.20]
B(B0d → ρ∗0νν¯) < 440 [0.10,0.29] [0.11,70.48] [0.12,70.48]
B(B+u → ρ∗+νν¯) < 150 [0.22,0.62] [0.24,150.00] [0.26,150.00]
B(B0s → K ∗0νν¯) . . . [0.24,0.62] [0.30,245.25] [0.19,238.58]
B(B → Xdνν¯) . . . [1.17,2.23] [1.62,907.06] [1.63,932.43]that our combined bounds are weaker by one or two order(s) of
magnitude than the products of the single bounds. However, it
also should be noted that the constraints on parameters λ′ from
neutrino masses can be evaded since several other parameters are
usually involved in the extraction of the constraints [48]. Further-
more, the constraints on λ′ from neutrino masses would depend
on the explicit neutrino mass models with trilinear couplings only,
bilinear couplings only, or both [41].
Next, we will ﬁrst explore the RPV MSSM effects by using our
constrained RPV parameter spaces, and then discuss the RPV ef-
fects by also considering previously observed bounds, in the semi-
leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays. Now using the survived RPV parame-
ter spaces shown in Fig. 1, we explore the RPV MSSM effects in the
semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays, which satisfy all experimen-
tal upper limits given in Eqs. (1)–(2). Our RPV MSSM predictions
within the theoretical uncertainties of input parameters are given
in Table 2, together with experimental upper limits and the SM
predictions for a convenient comparison. In Table 2, the second
and third columns give the experimental upper limits and the SM
predictions, respectively, the fourth column lists the effects of left-
handed squark exchange coupling λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′ jk , and the last column
summarizes the effects of coupling λ′ ∗i′kjλ
′
ik3 due to right-handed
squark exchange. Main theoretical uncertainties of the SM predic-
tions arise from the CKM matrix elements, Wilson coeﬃcient and
hadronic transition form factors (only for the exclusive decays).
Comparing with experimental upper limits and the SM predictions,
we ﬁnd some salient features of numerical results of the RPV ef-
fects listed in Table 2.
1© RPV coupling λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k is only constrained by the experimen-
tal upper limit of B(B+u → K+νν¯), and bounds on this cou-
pling constant obtained from other exclusive b → sνν¯ decays
and inclusive B → Xsνν¯ are weaker than those obtained from
B+u → K+νν¯ decay. Comparing with the SM predictions, weﬁnd that contributions of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k coupling could enlarge the
allowed ranges of all relevant branching ratios, their upper
limits are increased two or three times, and their lower limits
are reduced by more than one order of magnitude.
2© The restrictions of λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3 come from the experimental upper
limits of B(B+u → K+νν¯) and B(B+u → K ∗+νν¯). The λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3
coupling effects are same as the effects of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k coupling
in B0d → K 0νν¯ and B+u → K+νν¯ decays. For B0d → K ∗0νν¯ ,
B+u → K ∗+νν¯ , B0s → φνν¯ and B → Xsνν¯ decays, λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3 cou-
pling could obviously increase the allowed upper limits of
these branching ratios.
3© RPV couplings λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k and λ′ ∗i′k1λ′ik3 are constrained by the
experimental upper limits of B(B+u → π+νν¯) and B(B+u →
ρ+νν¯). All allowed upper limits of the relevant branching
ratios could be signiﬁcantly increased by both λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k and
λ′ ∗i′k1λ
′
ik3 couplings. The upper bounds of RPV predictions for
B(B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯) are about 6 times stronger than exist-
ing experimental limits. The allowed lower limits of B(B0d →
π0νν¯), B(B+u → π+νν¯) and B(B0s → K 0νν¯) could be evi-
dently decreased by λ′ ∗i′k1λ
′
ik3 coupling.
Next we want to illustrate brieﬂy the sensitivities of relevant
observables to RPV couplings. To this end, for each RPV coupling
product, we can present the correlations of di-neutrino invariant
mass spectra and branching ratios within the constrained param-
eter space displayed in Fig. 1 by two-dimensional scatter plots.
The RPV coupling λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′ jk or λ
′ ∗
i′kjλ
′
ik3 contributions to these semi-
leptonic Bd , Bu and Bs decays are very similar to each other. So
we will take as example the B → Xs,dνν¯ , K+(K ∗+)νν¯ , π+(ρ+)νν¯
decays to illustrate the sensitivities of these quantities to RPV cou-
plings.
The effects of the RPV couplings λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k and λ
′ ∗
i′k2λ
′
ik3 on
B → Xsνν¯ , K+(K ∗+)νν¯ decays are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
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′
i′2k from left-handed squark exchanges in B → Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯ decays. B and |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| are in units of 10−6 and 10−2, respectively.respectively. Now we turn to discussing the plots of Fig. 2 in
detail. Fig. 2 displays the effects of RPV couplings λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k from
left-handed squark exchanges in B → Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯ decays.
As shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c), dB(B → Xsνν¯)/dsb and dB(B+u →
K+(K ∗+)νν¯)/dsB are obviously affected by λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k coupling, but
the λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k contributions to them cannot be distinguished from
the SM expectations. The scatter plots Fig. 2(d)–(f) and (g)–(i)
show B(B → Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯) correlated with |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| and its
phase φRPV, respectively. From Fig. 2(d)–(f), we see that B(B →
Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯) have some sensitivity to |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k|, and they
may have minima at |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| ≈ 5 × 10−3. Fig. 2(g)–(i) show thatB(B → Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯) have high sensitivity to φRPV within
B(B → Xsνν¯) < 40 × 10−6 and B(B+u → K+(K ∗+)νν¯) < 5(10) ×
10−6. Fig. 3 shows RPV coupling λ′ ∗i′k2λ
′
ik3 effects due to right-
handed squark exchanges in B → Xsνν¯, K+(K ∗+)νν¯ decays. From
Fig. 3(a)–(c), we can see that the effects of λ′ ∗i′k2λ
′
ik3 on dB(B →
Xsνν¯)/dsb and dB(B+u → K+(K ∗+)νν¯)/dsB are very similar to
those of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′2k shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). As shown in Fig. 3(d), (f),
(g), (i), B(B → Xsνν¯, K ∗+νν¯) are also very sensitive to λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3
coupling, and B(B → Xsνν¯, K ∗+νν¯) are obviously increasing with
|λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3| but decreasing with |φRPV|. Fig. 3(e), (h) show that
B(B+u → K+νν¯) is sensitive to λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k coupling, and it has mini-
mum at |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| ≈ 5× 10−3 and φRPV ≈ 0◦ .
Since the branching ratios of the semi-leptonic b → dνν¯ de-
cays are not sensitive to the relevant RPV weak phases, wewill only show the correlations between the branching ratios
and the moduli. Fig. 4 illustrates the contributions of RPV cou-
pling λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k to B → Xdνν¯,π+(ρ+)νν¯ decays. As shown in
the two-dimensional scatter plots Fig. 4(a)–(c), λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k cou-
pling may change the order of magnitude of dB(B → Xdνν¯)/dsb
and dB(B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯)/dsB , and the λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k contributions to
them are possibly distinguishable from the SM expectations at all
sb(sB) regions. Fig. 4(d)–(f) show B(B → Xdνν¯,π+(ρ+)νν¯) corre-
lated with |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k|, and we see that B(B → Xdνν¯,π+(ρ+)νν¯)
are greatly increasing with |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k|. The effects of RPV cou-
plings λ′ ∗i′k1λ
′
ik3 due to right-handed squark exchanges in B →
Xdνν¯,π+(ρ+)νν¯ decays are very similar to those of λ′ ∗i3kλ
′
i′1k in
these decays shown in Fig. 4, and we will not show the correla-
tions between observables and RPV coupling λ′ ∗i′k1λ
′
ik3 again.
As we mentioned before, some of our bounds on quadratic
products of RPV couplings are weaker by one or two order(s)
of magnitude than the existing bounds observed from the re-
lated semi-leptonic decays. Now we are ready to discuss the RPV
coupling effects after also considering previously derived relevant
bounds. From the above analysis, we know that the left-handed
squark exchange RPV couplings have no evident effects on the
branching ratios of B → Xsνν¯, K+νν¯, K ∗+νν¯ decays if |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′2k| <
2.7 × 10−3. B(B → Xsνν¯, K ∗+νν¯) will not be obviously affected
by RPV couplings due to the right-handed squark exchanges if
|λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3| < 1.7 × 10−3, and B(B → K+νν¯) will not be obviously
affected if |λ′ ∗i′k2λ′ik3| < 1.1 × 10−3. As for B → Xdνν¯,π+(ρ+)νν¯
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respectively.decays, the RPV coupling contributions still can lead to distinc-
tion from the SM quantities if |λ′ ∗i3kλ′i′1k| and |λ′ ∗i′k1λ′ik3| are larger
than 6.1 × 10−4. Therefore, we can safely summarize that the
RPV couplings λ′ ∗ik2λ
′
ik3 (i = 1,2), of which moduli are less than
1.2 × 10−3 from b → s+− [37], give only small contributions
to B → Xsνν¯, K+νν¯, K ∗+νν¯ decays. However, all the other rel-
evant couplings can give still remarkable contributions to the
semi-leptonic b → (s,d)νν¯ decays after considering all the exist-
ing bounds.
4. Summary
In this Letter we performed a brief study of the RPV coupling
effects in supersymmetry from the thirteen exclusive and inclu-
sive semi-leptonic B decays with a νν¯ pair: which include B+u →
K (∗)+νν¯ , B0d → K (∗)0νν¯ , B0s → φνν¯ , B → Xsνν¯ , B0d → π0(ρ0)νν¯ ,
B+u → π+(ρ+)νν¯ , B0s → K (∗)0νν¯ and B → Xdνν¯ thirteen decay
modes. Considering the theoretical uncertainties, we obtained con-
servatively constrained parameter spaces of RPV coupling constants
from the latest experimental upper limits. We found, at present,
that the strongest bounds on the relevant RPV couplings come
from the exclusive decays. Furthermore, we also investigated the
sensitivities of the di-neutrino invariant mass spectra and branch-
ing ratios to the survived R-parity violating coupling spaces.We found that, after satisfying all the current experimental up-
per limits, both left-handed and right-handed squark exchange
RPV couplings still have signiﬁcant effects on these di-neutrino
invariant mass spectra and branching ratios. The RPV contribu-
tions are not easily distinguishable from the SM predictions in the
di-neutrino invariant mass spectra of the semi-leptonic b → sνν¯
decays. Nevertheless, the di-neutrino invariant mass spectra of the
semi-leptonic b → dνν¯ decays are very useful to distinguish the
RPV coupling effects in all kinematic regions. The branching ra-
tios of the semi-leptonic b → sνν¯ decays are sensitive to both
moduli and phases of the relevant RPV coupling products, and
the branching ratios of the semi-leptonic b → dνν¯ decays are
only very sensitive to the moduli of relevant RPV coupling prod-
ucts.
However, observing rare B decays with a νν¯ pair is experimen-
tally very challenging because of the two missing neutrinos and
(many) hadrons, and these decays can be searched for through the
large missing energy events in B decays. With the advent of super-
B facilities [49], the prospects of measuring the branching ratios of
the semi-leptonic b → sνν¯ decays in next decade could be highly
realistic, and it will also be possible to observe B+ → π+νν¯ de-
cay. We expect that future experiments will signiﬁcantly constrain
the allowed parameter spaces for RPV couplings. Our predictions of
RPV effects on related observables could be very useful for probing
RPV supersymmetric effects in future experiments.
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